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ABSTRACT
We show that by using the non-classical two-mode squeezed vacuum (TMSV) to illuminate an object, quantum
correlations contribute to a detectable enhancement even under regimes of high signal loss and background
thermal noise. We also consider a realistic measurement scenario with click detectors, along with sequential
Bayesian inference; a single click on one mode of the TMSV produces a vacuum removed thermal state which
enhances the probability of subsequent click detection.
1. INTRODUCTION
Entangled, or non-classically correlated states of the EM field are currently driving the frontiers of secure quantum
key distribution1 and facilitate quantum teleportation2. In this report, we seek to extend applications of entangled
states by using the strong correlations exhibited by the entangled two-mode squeezed vacuum for illumination
purposes. The TMSV has a Fock basis expansion of
|Λ〉 =
√
1− λ2
∑
n
λn |n, n〉 , (1)
where λ = tanh r and r being the squeezing amplitude. Such entangled continuous variable (CV) field states
may be created by non-degenerate parametric down-conversion in devices such as an OPA3, as r is proportional
to the nonlinear susceptibility of the down-converting crystal.
The class of quadrature squeezed states are a prime example of states where measurement precision beyond
the standard quantum SNL is possible, without violating Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle as the variance
product is conserved σqˆσpˆ = ~2/4. As for single mode squeezed states, variance along one quadrature may
be decreased below the ~/2 - at the expense of an increase along the perpendicular quadrature. But with the
TMSV state, the variance is squeezed between two modes, along the axis of qˆ1 − qˆ2 and pˆ1 + pˆ2. In the limit of
r → ∞, one regains the EPR state4, which can violate Bell’s inequality5. One can also use the photon number
correlations of the TMSV to engineer Fock states or single photons.
Can we use quantum light to illuminate an object, and obtain a detectable advantage from the return signal
- especially at low average photon numbers? Performing quantum illumination with entangled states requires
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transmission of one mode whilst retaining the other. When the sent mode returns, some joint measurement is
performed involving both modes. Due to the fragility of certain entangled states one may be correct to think
advantages are unlikely, compared to classical illumination. However in the seminal paper6, Lloyd shows advan-
tages for d-dimensional Bell states, before the theoretical treatment for continuous-variable Gaussian states7,
suggesting that even under high losses with a weakly-reflective object, the TMSV outperforms the single mode
coherent state (of similar average photon number, n¯) under M optimal discriminating detections. Such theoret-
ical claims suggest quantum illumination would benefit stealthy surveillance, lidar or radar.
2. CLICK DETECTION
To produce the optimal discriminating measurement for two hypotheses H0 (no object) and H1 (object present),
also known as the Helstrom measurement8, is difficult to implement physically. Conditional hypothesis states of
the field may be characterised by density matrices ρ0 and ρ1, where the optimal discriminating POVM operator
Πˆopt must produce the sum of all positive eigenvalues of the matrix ρ1 − ρ0 in order to minimise the average
distinguishing (Bayesian) error, known as the Helstrom bound. The Helstrom bound is a theoretical limit, and
experimental implementation would require bespoke measurement apparatus unsuitable for any other general
measurements. It therefore makes more physical sense to use POVM operators which model physical detectors:
we consider the on/off detector, producing results of click and no-click. The no-click POVM for a detector with
quantum efficiency  is written as
Πˆ(0) =
∑
n
(1− )n |n〉〈n| , (2)
which models commercially available avalanche photodiodes (APDs). The complementary click POVM is simply
Πˆ(1) = 1−Πˆ(0). Click detection only measures the diagonal elements of the density matrix, producing expectation
values by tr Πˆρ.
We test three CV Gaussian states of the same average photon number n¯ against each other: coherent, TMSV
and a two-mode thermal state. The reflection of the transmitted signal by an object with reflectivity η is
modelled by the beamsplitter transformation, which transforms the signal and idler annihilation operators by
aˆs → √ηaˆs +
√
1− ηaˆb and aˆ′i → aˆi, with aˆb denoting the background noise the object is embedded in. The
coincidence click probability is
〈Πˆ(1)i Πˆ(1)s 〉ρ ∝
∫
R4
d4XW
Πˆ
(1)
i
W
Πˆ
(1)
s
Wρ, (3)
where a fully analytical solution can be obtained by computing the overlap integral using Wigner functions
of the operators and states9 over their global phase-space (all states and operators have an equivalent Wigner
representation10). Intuitively, if the object is present (H1) the global state ρ1 has average photon number
n¯i + ηn¯s + n¯b and if no object is present (H0), ρ0 would have average photon number n¯i + n¯b. But since strong
non-classical correlations persist in the TMSV, compared to uncorrelated coherent states or classically correlated
two-mode thermal states - the probability of coincidence will remain higher, even when 〈nˆ′〉ρ1 ≈ 〈nˆ′〉ρ0 where
η  1, as well as n¯b  n¯s,i.
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Figure 1: (a) - Diagram of quantum illumination: the signal and idler are entangled. (b) - Average Bayesian
error bounds for coincidence detection as a function of repeated trials M . Dashed lines represent the optimal
Helstrom measurement for each state, calculated using the quantum Chernoff bound 12 min0<s<1
tr
(
ρs1ρ
1−s
0
)
11. All
three trial states have the same average photon number. The advantage of using TMSV for illumination is
apparent as the error is decreasing at a higher rate, but click detection is suboptimal and the difference between
the error exponents for TMSV curves is 10 dB.
3. SEQUENTIAL BAYESIAN RECEIVER
We can estimate the probability of the object presence from click results by: p˜1 = Pr
(
ρ1|Πˆ(i)
)
, then run multiple
trials and calculate sequential posteriori probabilities by Bayes’ rule
Pr
(
ρ|Πˆ
)
=
p tr Πˆρ
p tr Πˆρ1 + (1− p) tr Πˆρ0
, (4)
the probability p is the a priori estimate of how probable there is a detectable object of interest (estimation
of this with no measurement result is non-trivial). There are two possible measurement outcomes for both
conditional states, with PrD = Pr
(
Πˆ(1)|ρ1
)
= tr Πˆ(1)ρ1 the probability of successful object detection, and
PrF = Pr
(
Πˆ(1)|ρ0
)
= tr Πˆ(1)ρ0 as the probability of false-alarm. At each measurement trial, the detector will
click with a probability 0 < pc < 1, which is deemed a click due to the object present by the following selection
rule
pc
no click
≷
click
PrD (5)
meaning if pc < PrD, we calculate p˜1 = Pr
(
ρ1|Πˆ(1)
)
, otherwise p˜1 = Pr
(
ρ1|Πˆ(0)
)
. If no object is present, then
we set PrD to PrF instead. Subsequent updates use the new prior p˜1 to calculate the posterior, and so on.
If there are two modes - a heralding detection on the idler mode will occur with probability tr
(
Πˆi ⊗ 1
)
ρ,
causing the partially-traced state N tri(Πˆi ⊗ 1)ρ to be transmitted. Such a state produced by the TMSV is a
3
vacuum removed state, as the idler-click removes the vacuum
tri(Πˆi ⊗ 1)ρ =
∑
n
λ2n(1− (1− i)n) |n〉〈n| , (6)
normalised by N = (1−λ2)(1−λ2(1− i))/iλ2 - for n = 0, the probability vanishes. This state increases PrD as
average photon number in the signal arm is then raised by (1−λ2(1−i))−1, and exactly one when the heralding
efficiency is perfect.
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Figure 2: Monte-Carlo simulation of estimation curves for various signal test states via the sequential Bayesian
receiver. The object is stationary, and the top row show trajectories with faster convergence for ρV RS which is the
conditioned vacuum removed state. Click detectors here have unit quantum efficiency. Traces follow estimates
p˜1 through each measurement trial M , where a new pseudorandom ρc is generated. Thermal background is
increasing with each column. ρV RS is the vacuum removed state. “|0〉 or ρV RS” would represent the TMSV with
a heralding detector of perfect efficiency. Single photon states are also considered as a control. The constant line
at Pr = 0.7 is an adjustable threshold, if one wish to label a detection before convergence.
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4. DISCUSSION
Our analysis here covers a basic framework for illumination using entangled quantum light, and demonstrates
regimes where it outperfoms coherent states of the same energy. Despite the weakness of quantum signals, we
can still show advantages provided by remaining correlations using simple click detection despite signal attenua-
tion and background noise. In Section 3 we show that immediate detection of one arm of the TMSV, generating
ρV RS enhanced PrD shows faster convergence in the sequential receiver. The advantages may scale with typically
preferential conditions such as low background noise, high signal photon number etc, however contrary to this
we still see that TMSV outperforms the best possible classical states of the same energy. The main advantage of
quantum illumination therefore, is stealth monitoring. The analysis provided here is perhaps more suited to lidar
as non-classical light are routinely produced, but if applications were to extent to radar, then other experimental
challenges would arise to create non-classical microwave states which involves superconducting elements. Our
analysis relies purely on photon statistics alone and in theory it should be extendable to other frequencies.
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